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ABSTRACT

Roborobo! is a multi-platform, highly portable, robot simulator for large-scale collective robotics experiments. Roborobo! is coded in C++, and follows the KISS guideline (“Keep it simple”). Therefore, its external dependency is solely limited to the widely available SDL library for fast 2D Graphics. Roborobo! is based on a Khepera/ePuck model. It is targeted for fast single and multi-robots simulation, and has already been used in more than a dozen published research mainly concerned with evolutionary swarm robotics, including environment-driven self-adaptation and distributed evolutionary optimization, as well as online onboard embodied evolution and embodied morphogenesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces Roborobo!, a light-weight multi-platform simulator for extensive robotics experiments, based on basic robotic hardware setup similar to the famous ePuck [5] or Khepera [13] robotic platforms. Roborobo! is mostly intended at, but not limited to, researchers and practitioners interested in collective adaptive systems and evolutionary robotics, with a particular emphasis on embodied evolution (ie. online evolution) and swarm robotics (> 100 robots, as illustrated in Figure 1). The underlying idea is to provide a versatile framework for easy development of new ideas and very fast and robust implementation for extensive experiments. Roborobo! is available under the new BSD Licence [18] at https://code.google.com/p/Roborobo/.

With respect to other robotic simulators, Roborobo! takes an intermediate approach to model a robotic setup in order to combine (pseudo-)realistic modelling with fast-paced simulation. As such, it stands inbetween realistic, but slow, robotic simulation framework (such as Player/Stage [8], Webots [26], V-Rep [25], Gazebo [7] or Microsoft Robotic Developer Studio [17]), and unrealistic, but easy to use, agent-based simulation tools such as Netlogo [24] and MASON [12]. It also differs from easy-access and fast robotic agent simulators such as Breve [11] and Simbad [9], by focusing solely on swarm and aggregate of robotic units, focusing on large-scale population of robots in 2-dimensional worlds rather than more complex 3-dimensional models.

Roborobo! is written in C++ with the multi-platform SDL graphics library [22] as unique dependency, enabling easy and fast deployment. It has been tested on a large set of platforms (PC, Mac, OpenPandora [20], Raspberry Pi [21]) and operating systems (Linux, MacOS X, MS Windows). It has also been deployed on large clusters, such as the French Grid5000 [4] national clusters. Roborobo! has been initiated in 2009 and is used on a daily basis in several universities for both research and education, including Universite Paris-Sud and Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (France), Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (NL), and NTNU (Norway).

Roborobo! was originally developed by Nicolas Bredeche in 2009 in the context of the European Symbrion Integrated Project [23], and has been continuously extended since then. It has been extensively used in various contexts, mostly concerned with evolutionary robotics and swarm robotics, including embodied evolution [10, 6], environment-driven evolutionary adaptation [14, 1, 16, 15, 3, 2, 19] and self-assembly [28, 27].
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1e.g. Roborobo! is able to run with up to 6000 robots on a 4GB laptop computer.
Figure 1: Classic examples with 1 virtual (e-puck) agent, incl. IR sensor rays (left); 100 virtual agents (center); 5000 virtual agents (right).


